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Remote sensing is the only option for obtaining routine, comprehensive precipitation 
estimates over most of the globe

This presentation focuses on publicly available, quasi-operational, quasi-global data sets

No single data set has both fine-scale detail and a climate-scale record
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WHAT REMOTE SENSORS “SEE”
The physical setting

Visible Cloud
Solid hydrometeors

Liquid hydrometeors
Melting level

Rain shaft
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WHAT REMOTE SENSORS “SEE” (cont.)
Only a few bands in the electromagnetic spectrum are used for precipitation 
retrieval from satellite

visible - possible,
but not used
operationally

passive infrared (IR)

passive microwave
- scattering channels

passive microwave
- emission channels

active microwave
- radar

Huffman 2/10
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WHAT REMOTE SENSORS “SEE” (cont.)
Passive infrared senses the cloud top

Upwelling energy
emitted by the last
=1 in the column

Most of the upwelling
energy from below is 

absorbed by the 
material that yields 

the last unit of optical
depth () along the

sensor’s line of sight
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WHAT REMOTE SENSORS “SEE” (cont.)
Passive microwave at “low” frequencies senses

emission by liquid hydrometeors

Upwelling energy
emitted by surface 

Upwelling energy
emitted by cloud
water and liquid
hydrometeors 
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WHAT REMOTE SENSORS “SEE” (cont.)
Passive microwave at “high” frequencies senses

scattering by ice hydrometeors

Upwelling energy
emitted by surface,

cloud water, and
liquid hydrometeors 

Scattering by
ice hydrometeors 




The emission from
liquid is considered
a given; scattering
Is considered the

useful signal
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WHAT REMOTE SENSORS “SEE” (cont.)
Radar – active microwave – provides range-resolved

information about all hydrometeors

Outward-bound
radar pulse; very

short and energetic 

Back-scattered
signal from

hydrometeors

Each location along
the back-scattered

signal contains data
about one small volume

of hydrometeors 
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WHAT REMOTE SENSORS “SEE” (cont.)
“Seeing” is also a function of the platforms on which the sensors fly and the 
observing schedule

• infrared - full global GEO coverage since early 1980’s
- 1, 2, or more LEOs since 1979

• microwave - continuous LEO since mid-1987
- increasing numbers to 5 in 2002

• radar - first launched on LEO (TRMM) in 1997

Most LEOs are sun-synchronous

• these platforms cause “diurnally biased sampling”

A few LEOs precess

• TRMM cycles through the day in about 46 days
• GPM will take about 83 days
• Megha-Tropiques is 51 days
• sparse sampling implies several-month

averaging

GEO = Geosynchronous
Earth Orbit

LEO = Low
Earth Orbit

Note: a few “cloud proxy” schemes
are available, but
• fairly approximate
• depend on sensors not intended 

for precip
Huffman 10/12 9
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WHAT REMOTE SENSORS “SEE” (cont.)
Each sensor has strengths

• infrared - excellent sampling from GEO satellites
• microwave - very good correlation to precip
• radar - range-resolved signal with excellent correlation to precip



WHAT REMOTE SENSORS “SEE” (cont.)
Each sensor has weaknesses

• infrared - weak instantaneous relationship to precip
- weak mean relationship outside 40°N-S

• microwave - emission not useful over land
- no operational estimates over frozen  surfaces
- current technology limited to LEO

• radar - power requirements severely limit deployment

Plus, there are some generic problems

• underdetermined physical problem
• beam-filling errors
• data availability due to satellite, transmission, and archive issues
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WHAT REMOTE SENSORS “SEE” (cont.)
Of course, all approaches have weaknesses

• rain gauge
- wind losses
- evaporation
- side-wetting and splashing
- insufficient, spotty siting

• surface-based radar
- anomalous propagation
- beam blockage by surface features
- melting level “bright band”
- calibration uncertainties
- insufficient, spotty siting

• numerical prediction model
- computational approximations
- initialization errors
- errors in other parts of the computation

Huffman 10/12 12

This can be improved!
It is critical that gauges 

be maintained and
observations be reported



WHAT REMOTE SENSORS “SEE” (cont.)
Qualitative guess about information content of sensors

“warm”
ocean

“warm”
land

complex
terrain

“cold”
ocean

snowy/
frozen

“easy” Surface Type “hard”
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AMSR

SSM/I

AMSU

TOVS,
AIRS

IR
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WHAT REMOTE SENSORS “SEE” (cont.)
To summarize, the principal remote sensors are

• infrared
• microwave

They “see” different aspects of the precipitation, both physically and in space/time

So, turning the data into precipitation estimates should take advantage of strengths 
and minimize weaknesses
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TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES

The choice of algorithm and sensor is frequently driven by data availability

• changes in sensors and platforms govern the fundamental availability of 
data

• level 2 (i.e., scan spot) data are voluminous
• data access is sometimes limited by national policy
• observing strategies don’t necessarily optimize systematic coverage
• some “old” data sets are essentially unreachable, except in summary form 
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TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.)
Notes on IR algorithms

• IR responds to clouds, not precipitation
• all IR techniques are calibrated

- static - GPI, CST 
- data-driven - most modern IR schemes
- “IR estimate” ≠ GPI

• what is the frequency of updates for data-driven schemes?
- monthly updates favor stability, but can miss short-interval regimes 
(GPCP, TRMM) 
- overpass-by-overpass updates favor sensitivity, but likely should be 
applied in Lagrangian framework (NRL Real Time)
- pentad updates are someplace in between

• calibration only works if the calibrator is available
- passive microwave drops out over cold/frozen land and ice

• neural networks (PERSIANN) are just a non-linear calibration machine
Multi-channel GEO would be better (IR, water vapor, visible)
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TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.)
An example of regime dependence for IR

• heavy-rain area has high rain rates at cold temperatures
• light-rain area has lower rain rates, starting at warmer temperatures
• both yield rain at warmer temperatures than GPI
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TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.) 

The standard global IR data record is long, but has experienced several important 
changes:

• 2.5° [CPC]
- 1/86–12/96
- 5-day 2.5° 40°N-S 16-bin Tb histograms of merged geo-IR
- 5-day 2.5° 40°N-S accumulated GPI from geo-IR, leo-IR

• 1° [CPC]
- 10/96–present
- 3-hourly 1° 40°N-S 24-bin Tb histograms of merged geo-IR
- 3-hourly 1° 40°N-S accumulated GPI from geo-IR, leo-IR

• 4 km [CPC]
- ~1/00–present
- 1/2-hourly 0.08 60°N-S Tb remapped, adjusted geo-IR Tb

• 0.08° [NCDC]
- GridSat-B1 [10-km, 3-hr subsampled, all GEO channels, satellites]
- ~1980–present
- 3-hour 0.08° 60°N-S Tb remapped, adjusted geo-IR Tb

• no dedicated geo-IR over the Indian Ocean until METEOSAT5 started in 
June 1998
- but high-zenith-angle data in GridSat-B1 covers whole region
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TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.)
Notes on microwave algorithms

• mathematically, microwave algorithms are
- statistical - NESDIS, Chang-Chiu-Wilheit 
- physical - GPROF
- problem is underdetermined, so both approaches entail assumptions of 
climatological behavior

• different algorithms respond differently to data errors, particularly 
progressive failure of the 85 GHz channels on the F8 SSM/I in 1989-1991
- GPROF eventually gives up 
- NESDIS has a lower-accuracy fall-back scheme
- Chang-Chiu-Wilheit unaffected

• Chang-Chiu-Wilheit is emission-only, so only over ocean; NESDIS  is 
primarily scattering; GPROF uses both 

• no operational scheme works over frozen/icy surface
- snow algorithms a matter of active research
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TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.)
Notes on combination algorithms

• we consider elimination of bias in the individual input estimates to be 
critical
- PMM-calibrate all microwave to a single standard 
- use merged microwave to calibrate IR
- calibrate multi-satellite to monthly gauge using large-area averages

• calibrations must be done with both data sets averaged to the same spatial 
scale for consistency

• data are merged after calibration
• combination schemes are now at the maturity that microwave schemes 

had in about 2000 
• at present, only proxies provide operational estimates over frozen/icy 

surfaces
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TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.)
Notes on combination algorithms (cont.)
• passive microwave data too sparse to completely populate a fine 

time/space grid
- but these successive time slices are the basis for interpolation schemes
- how best to interpolate?  [tech-speak for “invent the rest of the data”]

Huffman 10/12 21
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TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.)
One alternative is Lagrangian time interpolation
• morphing” is a linear fade algorithm

- “propagation vectors” computed
from successive GEO-IR images 
- a) the first overpass at 0330 GMT
is propagated forward in time 
- b) the second overpass at 0500 
GMT is propagated backward in 

time
- c) the morph is the average 

weighted by time away from 
observation 
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TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.)
Morphing (cont.)
• IR beats interpolated microwave if the nearest orbit is > 1 hr away

- correlation of 0.25°x0.25° latitude/longitude propagated PMW 
precipitation with Stage

II radar precipitation

• multi-channel GEO would be 
better (IR, water vapor, visible)

A more fundamental
approach is “cloud 
development”

• process (multi-channel) 
GEO to get estimate of
cloud (and precipitation)
changes between PMW
overpasses

Huffman 10/12 23
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TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.)
Kalman filtering
• concept is to forecast a “future state” at each time step
• where observations exist, use them with correlation structure information to 
create an updated forecast

Kalman Filter CMORPH 

• use forward/backward-propagated PMW as “future state”

• use current-time IR as “observations”

GSMaP

• use forward-propagated previous final estimate as “future state”

• use current-time IR as “observations”
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TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.) 
How do I find out about precipitation data sets?

• there are many!

• International Precipitation Working Group (IPWG) provides a forum for 
precipitation developers and users

• IPWG provides tables pointing to data sets that are
- publicly available
- quasi-operational
- quasi-global

• http://www.isac.cnr.it/~ipwg/data/datasets.html

• the tables are organized by the input data types
- Table 1: Combination Data Sets with Gauge Data
- Table 2: Satellite Combination Data Sets
- Table 3: Single-Source Data Sets
- Table 4: Precipitation Gauge Analyses
- Table 5: Regional Radar Analyses [planned]

Huffman 10/12 25



TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.) 
Example: Table 1 (Satellite and Gauge)

• these data sets are usually best for non-expert users

• all tables show the same attributes, plus a URL or e-mail for getting the data

• shading shows
real, but not-yet
released data
sets

Huffman 10/12 26



TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.) 
Table 2 (Satellite)

• these data sets are also 
useful for non-
expert users

• CMORPH v1.0
RAW is being
released in
stages
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TRANSFORMING 
OBSERVATIONS 
INTO ESTIMATES 

(cont.) 
Table 3 (Single 
Satellite)

• these data sets 
are useful for
more-expert 
users
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TRANSFORMING 
OBSERVATIONS 
INTO ESTIMATES 

(cont.) 
Table 3 (Single 
Satellite)

• these data sets 
are useful for
more-expert 
users
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TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.) 
Table 4 (Gauge)

• these data sets are included even though they only cover land

• some gauge analyses only updated occasionally

• wide variations in quality within the same product depending on local sampling



TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO ESTIMATES (cont.)

To summarize, there are a number of estimates available from both IR and 
microwave data

“Modern” IR schemes typically feature data-driven calibration by coincident 
microwave estimates

Microwave schemes take diverse approaches, with varying degrees of assumptions 
about climatological behavior

Combined-sensor schemes are generally assumed to yield the best overall 
performance
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EXAMPLES
GPCP V.2.2 SG climatology for 1979-2010

Note ITCZ, dry 
subtropical highs, mid-
latitude storm tracks

Precipitation is 
concentrated around 
maritime continent

Smoothness is 
imposed by the 
analysis process
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Total, Ocean have weak 
correlation with ENSO

Land has a strong 
negative lead 
correlation
- details sensitive to 

definition of “land”

Total shows no 
significant trend over 29 
years

New GPCP mostly 
different due to gauges 
(I.e., land)

1979-1987 data source 
is different, more 
approximate

EXAMPLES (cont.)

GPCP V.2.1 SG global-average time series, 1979-2007

Global

Tropical
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Regionally coherent trends do exist
• >0.7 mm/d/decade linear trend over 23 years, locally
• the pattern appears to be driven by increases in ENSO frequency 
• data set inhomogeneities require careful examination
Global trend is a small residual of opposing regional differences

EXAMPLES (cont.)

Local linear trend in GPCP V2.2 SG, 1988-2010 (23 years)

mm/d/decade
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TRMM and GPCP monthly combinations differ in estimating interannual 
changes; GPCP lags TRMM

3B43 V6 has an issue with AMSU during 2000-2007 – it’s too low (compared 
to TCI)

3B43 V7 ~5% high due to calibration issue

EXAMPLES (cont.)

Time Series of Averages over Tropical Oceans
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EXAMPLES (cont.)
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EXAMPLES (cont.)

Monthly precip and precip anomaly for Jan 1998 – the height of El Niño
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Evolution of Equatorial Rainfall
During the 1997-1998 El Niño

(Curtis et al. 2001)

The GPCP One Degree Daily (1DD) product 
captures rainfall traveling with  subseasonal 
variations in the winds, such as the Madden 
Julian Oscillation (MJO) and westerly wind 
burst events.

Convective complexes comprised the large 
scale movement of precipitation from the 
Indian Ocean to the East Pacific.

The abrupt end of the 1997-98 El Niño 
coincided with a wave of precipitation that 
traveled around the globe.

Indian Ocean Pacific Ocean Atlantic

EXAMPLES (cont.)
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EXAMPLES (cont.) 

Using the TMPA 3-hrly data to 
resolve the diurnal cycle

June-August 1998-2006 average

Diurnal cycle amplitude as fraction 
of the average

Local time of peak

Diurnal cycle shuffled to show 
same Local Time everywhere

Huffman 10/12 39



EXAMPLES (cont.)

Near-Real-Time Monitoring for Extreme Events

Adapted from Kidd; Huffman 10/12  40

3-day heavy rains > 250 mm related to 
Hurricane Noel produces 

• flooding (deduced by hydrologic 
model running globally in real 
time)

• landslides (estimated from real-
time landslide potential algorithm)

Hispaniola – 1 November 2007 
Analyzed in real time by Global Hazard System (GHS),

Adler and others, NASA funded research



HOW GOOD?

Precipitation is easy to “measure,” but hard to analyze

• precip is intermittent and non-negative
• precip is generated on the microscale
• the decorrelation distances and times are short
• point values only represent a small area; snapshots only represent a short 

time
• a finite number of samples is a problem
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How Good? (cont.)

Rainfall for 
Washington, DC 
area, July 1994 (in 
inches)

Convective rain 
has very short 
correlation 
distances - even 
for a month

Huffman 10/12 42



3-hour

day

5-day

Month

VAR vs. HQ (mm/hr)  Feb. 2002 30°N-S
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HOW GOOD? (cont.)

At full resolution the correlation of estimated rain is low; averaging 
over time and space improves the picture

We provide the fine-scale data so users get to 
decide on averaging strategy



Nearly coincident views by 5 sensors 
southeast of Sri Lanka

• the offset times from 00Z are 
given below the algorithm name

• the estimates are related, but 
differ due to
- time of observation
- resolution
- sensor/algorithm limitations

HOW GOOD? (cont.)
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HOW GOOD? (cont.)

The problem of estimating errors for individual grid boxes is challenging
• the theory is not well-developed
• necessary data are not always available from the input data sets
• a first approximation is available for GPCP and TRMM monthly estimates
• a legitimate daily and shorter error scheme is still under development
• a full treatment must address the algorithm and sampling sources of error
• goals:

- relate random errors across ranges of time/space scales
- estimate bias
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HOW GOOD? (cont.)
GPCP monthly analysis and random error field (Feb. 2001)
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HOW GOOD? (cont.)
The IPWG is making long-term comparisons in selected regions

Satellite and model vs. gauge and radar

After Kidd; Huffman 10/12  47



HOW GOOD? (cont.)
Anagnostou and Hossain: Propagating satellite error in flood prediction
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• Ensemble of estimated rain events generated based on estimated satellite error

• Envelope of floods sensitive to basin size, satellite time/space grid size
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FUTURE PROSPECTS

Combination approaches undergoing vigorous development
• to what degree will these be appropriate for or applied to historical data?
• gauge data are critical as tie points for best accuracy

Varying amounts of microwave data will be available
• despite GPM, LEO constellation will be sparser in the next 5 years
• development will continue on GEO-IR schemes to fill gaps

- “cloud development” schemes try to capture pattern changes in GEO
- GEO-multi-spectral is getting renewed interest

GPM is focusing attention on the difficult retrievals over icy/frozen surfaces
• current proxies will be refined
• “high-frequency” algorithms are being pushed

Error estimates will become increasingly important
• we still lack a general framework for estimating random errors at arbitrary

time/space averaging volumes
• estimates of bias error require substantial work

The long-term record must be improved to Climate Data Record standards
• discontinuities and algorithm uncertainty continues to hamper research

change research Huffman 10/12 49



FUTURE PROSPECTS (cont.)

Products are upgraded as new data sources and revised algorithms appear
• data centers must be willing to reprocess entire data record
• users must adapt to new versions
• producers must be sensitive to user need for stability

Models will become increasingly important
• tend to

- out-perform observations in higher latitudes
- lose to observations at low latitudes

• it is a matter of research how to best use numerical modeling in global 
precipitation datasets
- microphysics (and so precipitation) are still not satisfactory
- even correct microphysics still have the problem of inexact reproduction 

of the finest scales
- other data fields (wind, humidity) might be very useful
- the balance will keep changing as models improve
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FINAL POINTS

A variety of global precipitation estimates is available
Combination schemes are favored, but no single data set answers every need
The next five years will see intense development, mostly of combinations

Huffman 10/12 51

RESOURCES:  

 IPWG web site listing publicly available precipitation data sets
http://www.isac.cnr.it/~ipwg/data/datasets.html

 TOVAS web site for analysis of selected precipitation data sets
http://disc2.nascom.nasa.gov/tovas/



NASA/GSFC Precipitation Web Site: http://precip.gsfc.nasa.gov/

NASA/GSFC TRMM Web Site:  http://trmm.gsfc.nasa.gov/

Contact:  george.j.huffman@nasa.gov
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APPENDIX: Acronyms and Jargon
AMSR-E Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer – Earth Observing System (Japan on Aqua)
AMSU Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit
AVHRR Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
CMAP CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation product
CPC Climate Prediction Center
CRU Climate Research Unit, Univ. of East Anglia
CST Convective-Stratiform algorithm
DAAC Distributed Active Archive Center
DWD Deutscher Wetterdienst (German Weather Service)
ENSO El Niño/Southern Oscillation
FNMOC U.S. Navy Fleet Numerical Meteorological and Oceanographic Center
GEO Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (also, a satellite in GEO)
geo-IR IR observed by a GEO satellite
GPM Global Precipitation Measurement mission
GPCP Global Precipitation Climatology Project
GPCP-OPI GPCP V.2 SG-calibrated OPI
GPCC Global Precipitation Climatology Centre
GPI Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) Precipitation Index 
GPROF Goddard Profiling Algorithm 
HIRS High-resolution IR Sounder
HQ High-Quality merged microwave product
IPWG WMO/CGMS International Precipitation Working Group
IR Infrared
ISCCP GEWEX International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
ITCZ Intertropical Convergence ZoneLEOLow Earth Orbit (also, a satellite in LEO)
leo-IR IR observed by a LEO satellite
Level 2 Geophysical data estimated at sensor scan spot locations
LST Local Standard Time
Mesonet Oklahoma Mesonet
METEOSAT5 Meteorological Satellite 5 (European Space Agency)
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APPENDIX: Acronyms and Jargon (cont.)

NCDC National Climatic Data Center
NESDIS National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service
NASA/GSFC U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration/Goddard Space Flight Center
NOAA/NWS U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National Weather Service
OPI Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) Precipitation Index
PMM Probability Matched Method; or U.S. NASA Precipitation Measurement Missions
PPS U.S. PMM Precipitation Processing System
PR TRMM Precipitation Radar
RMS diff Root Mean Square difference
SG Satellite-Gauge combined precipitation estimate (usually refers to GPCP)
SPHEREMAP Point-to-grid interpolation scheme on a sphere that considers distance and direction
SSMI Special Sensor Microwave/Imager 
SSMIS Special Sensor Microwave/Imager-Sounder
Tb Brightness temperature (usually measured in Kelvin)
TCI TRMM Combined Instrument precipitation estimate (TSDIS algorithm 2B31)
TMI TRMM Microwave Imager
TMPI Threshold-Matched Precipitation Index
TOVS Television-Infrared Operational Satellite (TIROS) Operational Vertical Sounder
TRMM Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 
VAR Variable Rainrate precipitation algorithm
VARHQ Merged VAR and HQ precipitation estimates
VIRS TRMM Visible-Infrared Spectrometer
V.6, V.7, … Version 6, Version 7, …
1DD GPCP One-Degree Daily precipitation product
2B31 TCI
3B40RT TRMM Real-Time merged microwave (HQ) precipitation product
3B41RT TRMM Real-Time TCI-VAR precipitation product
3B42 TRMM Plus Other Satellite precipitation product
3B42RT TRMM Real-Time VARHQ
3B43 TRMM Plus Other Data precipitation product
� Optical depth; the amount of absorbing material between an observer and an energy source
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TOVAS – INTERACTIVE ACCESS TO NASA-BASED DATASETS

The TRMM On-line Visualization and Analysis System (TOVAS) 
• http://disc2.nascom.nasa.gov/tovas/
• Web-based interactive tool
• TMPA, TMPA-RT, GPCP
• computations all done at Goddard, 

only results delivered to user
- time-average maps
- time series of area average
- Hovmöller diagram
- short movie loop
- text output of most results

Huffman 10/12 30a


